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This book is an English translation of Kiyosi Ito's monograph
published in Japanese in 1957. It gives a unified and
comprehensive account of additive processes (or Levy
processes), stationary processes, and Markov processes,
which constitute the three most important classes of
stochastic processes. Written by one of the leading experts in
the field, this volume presents to the reader lucid
explanations of the fundamental concepts and basic results in
each of these three major areas of the theory of stochastic
processes. With the requirements limited to an introductory
graduate course on analysis (especially measure theory) and
basic probability theory, this book is an excellent text for any
graduate course on stochastic processes. Kiyosi Ito is famous
throughout the world for his work on stochastic integrals
(including the Ito formula), but he has made substantial
contributions to other areas of probability theory as well, such
as additive processes, stationary processes, and Markov
processes (especially diffusion processes), which are topics
covered in this book. For his contributions and achievements,
he has received, among others, the Wolf Prize, the Japan
Academy Prize, and the Kyoto Prize.
"Written to provide students with the critical tools used in
today's development economics research and practice,
Essentials of Development Economics represents an
alternative approach to traditional textbooks on the subject.
Compact and less expensive than other textbooks for
undergraduate development economics courses, Essentials
of Development Economics offers a broad overview of key
topics and methods in the field. Its fourteen easy-to-read
chapters introduce cutting-edge research and present best
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practices and state-of-the-art methods. Most development
texts are written around topics: money, labor, population, and
so on. The chapters in this book are less about topics than
about providing a window into how developing economies are
different and how this shapes the way we study them. Most of
the cutting-edge research by economists is found in journal
articles that are beyond the reach of most undergraduate
students. Sidebars scattered throughout the book try to make
important research in influential articles accessible,
summarizing the questions they ask, the methods they use,
key findings, and why they are important. By mastering the
material in this book, students will have the conceptual
grounding needed to move on to higher-level development
economics courses"-Concise and pedagogical textbook that covers all the topics
necessary for a graduate-level course in dynamics based on
Hamiltonian methods.
Start a career in networking Cisco Networking Essentials, 2nd
Edition provides the latest for those beginning a career in
networking. This book provides the fundamentals of
networking and leads you through the concepts, processes,
and skills you need to master fundamental networking
concepts. Thinking of taking the CCENT Cisco Certified Entry
Networking Technician ICND1 Exam 100-101? This book has
you covered! With coverage of important topics and
objectives, each chapter outlines main points and provides
clear, engaging discussion that will give you a sound
understanding of core topics and concepts. End-of-chapter
review questions and suggested labs help reinforce what
you've learned, and show you where you may need to
backtrack and brush up before exam day. Cisco is the
worldwide leader in networking products and services, which
are used by a majority of the world's companies. This book
gives you the skills and understanding you need to administer
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these networks, for a skillset that will serve you anywhere
around the globe. Understand fundamental networking
concepts Learn your way around Cisco products and services
Gain the skills you need to administer Cisco routers and
switches Prepare thoroughly for the CCENT exam If you're
interested in becoming in-demand, network administration is
the way to go; if you want to develop the skillset every
company wants to hire, Cisco Networking Essentials, 2nd
Edition gets you started working with the most widespread
name in the business.
This book gives an account of the creative work of theorists at
the largest Soviet secret laboratory, now the Russian Federal
Nuclear Center at Arzamas-16, and concrete situations where
some famous results on the essentials of theoretical physics
emerged, so to speak, in the intermissions of the quest for
bombs. The collection contains about 30 papers with brief
comments. Some of them have received international
recognition. But few people can conceive where they were
written, since the publication of a paper by a secret physicist
in a Soviet journal was supported by fictitious affiliations.
Other papers are less well known, particularly because Soviet
journals were not always translated into European languages.
However, pioneer results contained in them merit more
attention. Contents:Gravitation and Astrophysics:Features of
Static Solutions of the Equations of Gravitation (N A Dmitriev
& S A Kholin)Dynamics of the Affinely Connected Space and
Conformally Invariant Extension of Einstein Equations (M V
Gorbatenko & A V Pushkin)Particles and Fields. Quantum
Theory:On the Theory of Multiple Particle Production in a
Single Collision (I Ya Pomeranchuk)General Solution to the
Renormalization Group Equations (L V Ovsyannikov)Nuclear
Physics:The Shell Correlation Method (A S Tyapin)Effect of
Finite Coherence Finiteness on Dynamics of Nuclear Fission
(A I Startsev)Fluid Dynamics. Lasers. Statistical
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Physics:Limiting Solutions of a Nonlinear Equation of the
Parabolic Type (R M Zaydel & K A Sememdyaev)A New
Analytical Method of Calculating Correlation Functions in
Quantum Statistical Physics (M F Sarry)and other papers
Readership: Graduate students in theoretical physics, high
energy physics, astronomy and electromagnetism. Keywords:
This book explains basic principles of MuPAD commands. It
teaches how to write simple programs and develop interactive
environments for teaching mathematics. The text gives a
large number of useful examples from different areas of
undergraduate mathematics developed by the author during
his long teaching experience. All the book examples are
available online. Flash, SVG and JVX formats are used to
display interactive and animated graphics.

It Essentials Course Booklet, Version 6Cisco Press
This Bayesian modeling book provides a self-contained
entry to computational Bayesian statistics. Focusing on
the most standard statistical models and backed up by
real datasets and an all-inclusive R (CRAN) package
called bayess, the book provides an operational
methodology for conducting Bayesian inference, rather
than focusing on its theoretical and philosophical
justifications. Readers are empowered to participate in
the real-life data analysis situations depicted here from
the beginning. Special attention is paid to the derivation
of prior distributions in each case and specific reference
solutions are given for each of the models. Similarly,
computational details are worked out to lead the reader
towards an effective programming of the methods given
in the book. In particular, all R codes are discussed with
enough detail to make them readily understandable and
expandable. Bayesian Essentials with R can be used as
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a textbook at both undergraduate and graduate levels. It
is particularly useful with students in professional degree
programs and scientists to analyze data the Bayesian
way. The text will also enhance introductory courses on
Bayesian statistics. Prerequisites for the book are an
undergraduate background in probability and statistics, if
not in Bayesian statistics.
This practical, easy-to-use, self-study course is perfect
for pianists, guitarists, instrumentalists, vocalists,
songwriters, arrangers and composers, and includes ear
training CDs to help develop your musical ear. In this allin-one theory course, you will learn the essentials of
music through 75 concise lessons, practice your music
reading and writing skills in the exercises, improve your
listening skills with the enclosed ear training CDs, and
test your knowledge with a review that completes each of
the 18 units. Answers are included in the back of the
book for all exercises, ear training and review.
Readership: Undergraduates and researchers in
probability and statistics; applied, pure and financial
mathematics; economics; chaos.
The core concepts and technologies of Windows
networking Networking can be a complex topic,
especially for those new tothe field of IT. This focused,
full-color book takes a uniqueapproach to teaching
Windows networking to beginners by strippingdown a
network to its bare basics, thereby making each topic
clearand easy to understand. Focusing on the new
Microsoft TechnologyAssociate (MTA) program, this
book pares down to just theessentials, showing
beginners how to gain a solid foundation
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forunderstanding networking concepts upon which more
advanced topicsand technologies can be built. This
straightforward guide begins each chapter by laying out
alist of topics to be discussed, followed by a concise
discussion ofthe core networking skills you need to have
to gain a strong handleon the subject matter. Chapters
conclude with review questions andsuggested labs so
you can measure your level of understanding ofthe
chapter's content. Serves as an ideal resource for
gaining a solid understandingof fundamental networking
concepts and skills Offers a straightforward and direct
approach to networkingbasics and covers network
management tools, TCP/IP, the nameresolution process,
and network protocols and topologies Reviews all the
topics you need to know for taking the MTA98-366 exam
Provides an overview of networking components,
discussesconnecting computers to a network, and looks
at connecting networkswith routers If you're new to IT
and interested in entering the IT workforce,then Microsoft
Windows Networking Essentials is essentialreading.
This text teaches the essentials of C programming,
concentrating on what readers need to know in order to
produce stand-alone programs and so solve typical
scientific and engineering problems. It is a learning-bydoing book, with many examples and exercises, and lays
a foundation of scientific programming concepts and
techniques that will prove valuable for those who might
eventually move on to another language. Written for
undergraduates who are familiar with computers and
typical applications but are new to programming.

A clearly written introduction to the key physical and
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engineering principles of electromagnetics, first
published in 2000.
Ludwig Prandtl has been called the father of modern
fluid mechanics, and this updated and extended
edition of his classic text on the field is based on the
12th German edition with additional material
included.
Cisco's IT Essentials curriculum introduces the skills
needed to help meet growing demand for entry-level
information and communication technology (ICT)
professionals. It covers the fundamentals of PC
technology, networking, and security, and also
introduces advanced concepts. While extensive
online study resources are available, many have
requested a low-cost printed resource for study
offline. This booklet is that resource. Drawn directly
from the online curriculum, it covers every skill and
competency required by the new A+ exams (220-901
and 220-902): Define IT and describe a computer's
components Protect self, equipment, and the
environment Assemble a desktop computer step-bystep, and install and navigate an operating system
Explain and perform preventive maintenance and
basic troubleshooting Upgrade or replace
components of laptops and peripherals Connect
computers to networks Implement basic security
Communicate well and behave professionally
Assess customer needs, analyze possible
configurations, and recommend solutions This
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booklet enables students to study offline, highlight
key points, and take handwritten notes. Its text is
extracted word-for-word, from the online course, and
headings with exact page correlations link to the
online course for classroom discussions and exam
preparation. Icons direct readers to the online Cisco
Networking Academy curriculum to take full
advantage of the images, labs, and activities
provided there.
‘A Concise Introduction to the Theory of Integration’
was once a best-selling Birkhäuser title which
published 3 editions. This manuscript is a substantial
revision of the material. Chapter one now includes a
section about the rate of convergence of Riemann
sums. The second chapter now covers both
Lebesgue and Bernoulli measures, whose relation to
one another is discussed. The third chapter now
includes a proof of Lebesgue's differential theorem
for all monotone functions. This is a beautiful topic
which is not often covered. The treatment of surface
measure and the divergence theorem in the fifth
chapter has been improved. Loose ends from the
discussion of the Euler-MacLauren in Chapter I are
tied together in Chapter seven. Chapter eight has
been expanded to include a proof of Carathéory's
method for constructing measures; his result is
applied to the construction of Hausdorff measures.
The new material is complemented by the addition of
several new problems based on that material.
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This invaluable, all-in-one guide provides a thorough
introduction to web design and development with
Adobe Dreamweaver CS6, Adobe Flash CS6, and
Adobe FireworksCS6. In addition to detailed
information on the current interface, features, and
functionality of each program, the book includes stepby-step tutorials and hands-on projects to help you
master industry-leading software while honing
practical skills with real-world relevance. The book
concludes with a chapter devoted to integration of all
three applications to create a dynamic website
incorporating Flash and Fireworks elements. In
addition to accurate, up-to-date content, the book
features full-color illustrations and an appealing, userfriendly presentation style to facilitate learning and
make even complex material easier to master. The
Data Files used to complete the projects found in the
book are now available online. For access
information please refer to the directions available in
the preface of the book. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Explore Modern Communications and Understand
Principles of Operations, Appropriate Technologies,
and Elements of Design of Communication Systems
Modern society requires a different set of
communication systems than has any previous
generation. To maintain and improve the
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contemporary communication systems that meet
ever-changing requirements, engineers need to
know how to recognize and solve cardinal problems.
In Essentials of Modern Communications, readers
will learn how modern communication has expanded
and will discover where it is likely to go in the future.
By discussing the fundamental principles, methods,
and techniques used in various communication
systems, this book helps engineers assess,
troubleshoot, and fix problems that are likely to
occur. In this reference, readers will learn about
topics like: How communication systems respond in
time and frequency domains Principles of analog
and digital modulations Application of spectral
analysis to modern communication systems based
on the Fourier series and Fourier transform Specific
examples and problems, with discussions around
their optimal solutions, limitations, and applications
Approaches to solving the concrete engineering
problems of modern communications based on
critical, logical, creative, and out-of-box thinking For
readers looking for a resource on the fundamentals
of modern communications and the possible issues
they face, Essentials of Modern Communications is
instrumental in educating on real-life problems that
engineering students and professionals are likely to
encounter.
This introductory textbook for business statistics teaches
statistical analysis and research methods via business case
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studies and financial data using Excel, Minitab, and SAS.
Every chapter in this textbook engages the reader with data
of individual stock, stock indices, options, and futures. One
studies and uses statistics to learn how to study, analyze, and
understand a data set of particular interest. Some of the more
popular statistical programs that have been developed to use
statistical and computational methods to analyze data sets
are SAS, SPSS, and Minitab. Of those, we look at Minitab
and SAS in this textbook. One of the main reasons to use
Minitab is that it is the easiest to use among the popular
statistical programs. We look at SAS because it is the leading
statistical package used in industry. We also utilize the much
less costly and ubiquitous Microsoft Excel to do statistical
analysis, as the benefits of Excel have become widely
recognized in the academic world and its analytical
capabilities extend to about 90 percent of statistical analysis
done in the business world. We demonstrate much of our
statistical analysis using Excel and double check the analysis
and outcomes using Minitab and SAS—also helpful in some
analytical methods not possible or practical to do in Excel.
IPv6 Essentials, Second Edition provides a succinct, in-depth
tour of all the new features and functions in IPv6. It guides
you through everything you need to know to get started,
including how to configure IPv6 on hosts and routers and
which applications currently support IPv6. The new IPv6
protocols offers extended address space, scalability,
improved support for security, real-time traffic support, and
auto-configuration so that even a novice user can connect a
machine to the Internet. Aimed at system and network
administrators, engineers, network designers, and IT
managers, this book will help you understand, plan for,
design, and integrate IPv6 into your current IPv4
infrastructure. Beginning with a short history of IPv6, author
Silvia Hagen provides an overview of new functionality and
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discusses why we need IPv6. Hagen also shares exhaustive
discussions of the new IPv6 header format and Extension
Headers, IPv6 address and ICMPv6 message format,
Security, QoS, Mobility and, last but not least, offers a Quick
Start Guide for different operating systems. IPv6 Essentials,
Second Edition also covers: In-depth technical guide to IPv6
Mechanisms and Case Studies that show how to integrate
IPv6 into your network without interruption of IPv4 services
Routing protocols and upper layer protocols Security in IPv6:
concepts and requirements. Includes the IPSEC framework
and security elements available for authentication and
encryption Quality of Service: covers the elements available
for QoS in IPv6 and how they can be implemented Detailed
discussion of DHCPv6 and Mobile IPv6 Discussion of
migration cost and business case Getting started on different
operating systems: Sun Solaris, Linux, BSD, Windows XP,
and Cisco routers Whether you're ready to start implementing
IPv6 today or are planning your strategy for the future, IPv6
Essentials, Second Edition will provide the solid foundation
you need to get started. "Silvia's look at IPv6 is always
refreshing as she translates complextechnology features into
business drivers and genuine end-user benefits toenable
building new business concepts based on end to end
models."Latif Ladid, President IPv6 Forum, Chair EU IPv6
Task Force
GUIDE TO NETWORKING ESSENTIALS provides students
with both the knowledge and hands-on skills necessary to
work with network operating systems in a network
administration environment. By focusing on troubleshooting
and not on an exam, this book offers a comprehensive
introduction to Networking and to advances in software,
wireless and network security. Labs are directly integrated in
each chapter to allow for a hands-on experience in the
classroom. Updated content reflects the latest networking
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technology and operating systems including Windows
7/Server 2008 and Linux. Proven pedagogy and
comprehensive, non-exam-focused format provides a
compelling introduction to network administration. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
Passing grades in two years of algebra courses are required
for high school graduation. Algebra II Essentials For
Dummies covers key ideas from typical second-year Algebra
coursework to help students get up to speed. Free of ramp-up
material, Algebra II Essentials For Dummies sticks to the
point, with content focused on key topics only. It provides
discrete explanations of critical concepts taught in a typical
Algebra II course, from polynomials, conics, and systems of
equations to rational, exponential, and logarithmic functions.
This guide is also a perfect reference for parents who need to
review critical algebra concepts as they help students with
homework assignments, as well as for adult learners headed
back into the classroom who just need a refresher of the core
concepts. The Essentials For Dummies Series Dummies is
proud to present our new series, The Essentials For
Dummies. Now students who are prepping for exams,
preparing to study new material, or who just need a refresher
can have a concise, easy-to-understand review guide that
covers an entire course by concentrating solely on the most
important concepts. From algebra and chemistry to grammar
and Spanish, our expert authors focus on the skills students
most need to succeed in a subject.
Discover why materials behave as the way they do with
ESSENTIALS OF MATERIALS SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING, 4TH Edition. Materials engineering explains
how to process materials to suit specific engineering designs.
Rather than simply memorizing facts or lumping materials into
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broad categories, you gain an understanding of the whys and
hows behind materials science and engineering. This
knowledge of materials science provides an important a
framework for comprehending the principles used to engineer
materials. Detailed solutions and meaningful examples assist
in learning principles while numerous end-of-chapter
problems offer significant practice. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Just the core concepts you need to score high in your
biologycourse Biology Essentials For Dummies focuses on
just the coreconcepts you need to succeed in an introductory
biology course.From identifying the structures and functions
of plants and animalsto grasping the crucial discoveries in
evolutionary, reproductive,and ecological biology, this easy-tofollow guide lets you skip thesuffering and score high at exam
time. Get down to basics — master the fundamentals,
fromunderstanding what biologists study to how living things
areclassified The chemistry of life — find out what you need to
knowabout atoms, elements, molecules, compounds, acids,
bases, andmore Conquer and divide — discover the ins and
outs of asexualand sexual reproduction, including cell division
and DNAreplication Jump into the gene pool — grasp how
proteins make traitshappen, and easily understand DNA
transcription, RNA processing,translation, and gene
regulation Open the book and find: An overview of cells and
their substructures Elementary chemistry The key facts about
reproduction and DNA The 411 on energy and organisms
What you need to know about evolution Coverage of
ecosystems and populations Ten great biology discoveries
Learn: Core concepts taught in an introductory biology course
The structures and functions of plants and animals The key
discoveries in evolutionary, reproductive, andecological
biology
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In DSP Architecture Design Essentials, authors Dejan
Markovi? and Robert W. Brodersen cover a key subject for
the successful realization of DSP algorithms for
communications, multimedia, and healthcare applications.
The book addresses the need for DSP architecture design
that maps advanced DSP algorithms to hardware in the most
power- and area-efficient way. The key feature of this text is a
design methodology based on a high-level design model that
leads to hardware implementation with minimum power and
area. The methodology includes algorithm-level
considerations such as automated word-length reduction and
intrinsic data properties that can be leveraged to reduce
hardware complexity. From a high-level data-flow graph
model, an architecture exploration methodology based on
linear programming is used to create an array of architectural
solutions tailored to the underlying hardware technology. The
book is supplemented with online material: bibliography,
design examples, CAD tutorials and custom software.
IT Essentials v7 Companion Guide supports the Cisco
Networking Academy IT Essentials version 7 course. The
course is designed for Cisco Networking Academy students
who want to pursue careers in IT and learn how computers
work, how to assemble computers, and how to safely and
securely troubleshoot hardware and software issues. The
features of the Companion Guide are designed to help you
study and succeed in this course: · Chapter objectivesReview core concepts by answering the focus questions
listed at the beginning of each chapter. · Key terms-Refer to
the updated lists of networking vocabulary introduced, and
turn to the highlighted terms in context. · Course section
numbering-Follow along with the course heading numbers to
easily jump online to complete labs, activities, and quizzes
referred to within the text. · Check Your Understanding
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Questions and Answer Key-Evaluate your readiness with the
updated end-of-chapter questions that match the style of
questions you see on the online course quizzes. This book is
part of the Cisco Networking Academy Series from Cisco
Press®. Books in this series support and complement the
Cisco Networking Academy.
The citations...refer not only to the official reports, but also to
the National Reporter System, to the American Reports,
American Decisions, American State Reports, and the
Lawyers Reports Annotated, as well as...law magazines
which frequently give more reports than the official series.
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